Srinagar — Jammu and Kashmir’s summer capital — literally means "city of affluence bounty". It bears many scars as well as the unnerving (sometimes reassuring) presence of the army. Yet, as you walk the streets, paddle through the waters of the Dal Lake or down the Jhelum, the perspective changes as you sense a more complex continuum. The world famous flower and vegetable floating market is a sight to behold.

Kashmiri handicrafts and Pashmina shawls.

The intricate and exquisite handiwork on textiles is the speciality of the city’s craftsmen. Rich pashminas will make you feel like a princess and their kaftan style suits will add warmth to your wardrobe.

Don’t be disappointed if you are looking for adventure sports options as the place offers some interesting choices like skiing, camping, kayaking, paragliding and many more.

There are plenty of apple orchards in Srinagar which speak plenty of the city’s natural bounty. Take a stroll here and buy apples to be enjoyed back home. Walking in the valley, you cannot help but marvel at the juxtaposition of beauty and weapons, of God’s blessed beauty and army, of the constant fear for life and death.

When To

Jan
Freezing weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max: 2.5°C
Min: 1.8999999769°C
Rain: 48.0mm

Feb
Very cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen, umbrella.
Max: 3.700000047°C
Min: 0.699999988°C
Rain: 68.0mm

Mar
Very cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen, umbrella.
Max: 8.800000190°C
Min: 4.099999904°C
Rain: 121.0mm

Apr
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen, umbrella.
Max: 14.19999980°C
Min: 7.800000190°C
Rain: 85.0mm

May
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen, umbrella.
Max: 17.70000076°C
Min: 11.10000038°C
Rain: 68.0mm

Jun
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max: 22.29999923°C
Min: 15.19999980°C
Rain: 39.0mm
Jul
Pleasant weather. Carry Light woollen, umbrella.
Max: 24.10000038 1469727°C Min: 18.5°C Rain: 62.0mm

Aug
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen, umbrella.
Max: 23.60000038 1469727°C Min: 17.60000038 1469727°C Rain: 76.0mm

Sep
Cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max: 19.79999923 7060547°C Min: 12.89999961 8530273°C Rain: 31.0mm

Oct
Very cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max: 14.10000038 1469727°C Min: 6.099999904 3162842°C Rain: 33.0mm

Nov
Very cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen.
Max: 8.0°C Min: 1.0°C Rain: 38.0mm

Dec
Very cold weather. Carry Heavy woollen, umbrella.
Max: 3.400000095 3674316°C Min: -1.299999952 3162842°C Rain: 54.0mm

Dal Lake, Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir 190025, India

Dal Lake in Srinagar has a picture-perfect spot that travellers to Srinagar cannot miss. Surrounded by majestic mountains on one side, the lake is a center of attraction for the travelers arriving to this place called, paradise on earth.

Most tourism-oriented activities on the lake happen near the Dal Gate. You can take a shikara ride on colourful high-backed seats, buy flowers from floating shops, get yourself clicked in kitschy Kashmiri dresses, visit Nehru Park Island and Char Chinar Island, see the floating vegetable market at dawn, visit Hazratbal, and traverse the smaller and quieter Nagin Lake and the old Pandit quarter of Rainawari.

The houseboats anchored on the Dal are often huge and spacious. Over the years, houseboats grew in number with many flaunting new designs, comforts and outlook. If you can accommodate yourself in one of these you will feel yourself closer to the heritage and culture of Kashmir.

Shalimar Bagh
Rainawari, Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir 190025, India

Commissioned by Jahangir for Noor Jehan in 1619, Shalimar Bagh is a four-terraced fiesta of chinars and watercourses with an exquisite hill as its immediate backdrop. A very prominent feature of the garden is the arched recesses behind the fountains. These recesses used to be lit with lamps, giving the fountains a majestic, dreamy look.

The garden is located at a distance of 15 km from the Tourist Reception Centre and covers an area of around 12.40 hectares.
Nishat Bagh, Srinagar, Jammu & Kashmir 190006, India

Nishat Bagh is carved out of a hillside. It comprises 12 terraced levels rich with magnificent old chinars and rows of flowers. It has a beautiful Mughal central water channel with several fountains. Seen from the top, the garden cascades down and reaches out to the Dal Lake. The topmost terrace is the zenana garden.

Nishat Garden was commissioned by Nur Jehan’s brother Asif Khan in 1633. According to legend, Shah Jahan, Jahangir's son, was so taken by the garden that he expressed his appreciation thrice to Asif Khan in the hope of getting it as a gift but to no avail. This led to a minor falling out between the two; for a while Shah Jahan actually turned off the water supply for Nishat, which came through his Shalimar!

Chashm-e-shahi

Meaning Royal Spring, Cheshmashahi is one of the three Mughal Gardens in Srinagar. It was Shah Jahan’s governor Ali Mardan Khan who built the small but perfect Chashma Shahi Gardens on the slopes of the Zaberwan Hill in 1632.

The garden consists of a pavilion and three terraces. It is famous for the natural spring that flows from it. Its location, being at an elevated plane above the city, provides a panoramic view of the city. The state’s governor house is located nearby. The famous Pari Mahal, Tulip garden and the City Botanical Garden is also located near Cheshmashahi. The garden is at a distance of 9 kms from the Tourist Reception Centre.

Hat Trick Restaurant

The biggest restaurant chain in Srinagar, Hat Trick Restaurants offer the best of cuisines. From delicious wazwan to delightful Chinese to mouth-watering Italian, this restaurant has almost every item you might wish for. The restaurant has its chains across the city with the main restaurant in the heart of the city at Rajbagh.

Apart for the main course delicacies, the snacks served here are a treat too. Don’t miss out on the yummy chicken drumsticks or the delectable paneer pakoras.
2. **Mughal Darbar**

   - **Address:** Residency Road, Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir 180001, India
   - **Phone:** +91-194-2476998 | +91-194-2483731

   Offering an exclusive menu of Kashmiri non-veg and Mughlai cuisine, Mughal darbar is quite a hit amongst foodies. It is best known for its delicious Kashmiri Wazwan. Located right next to the picturesque Dal Lake on the stunning Boulevard Road, Shamiana is a foodie's delight.

3. **Shamiana Restaurant**

   - **Address:** Boulevard, Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir, India
   - **Phone:** +91-194-2500244

   A must visit place while on a trip to Srinagar, Shamiana Restaurant is arguably the best restaurant serving the world renowned Kashmiri Wazwan. Located right next to the picturesque Dal Lake on the stunning Boulevard Road, Shamiana is a foodie's delight.

   Apart from the regular items of the wazwan, the pudina chicken served here is a must have. Pretty decent Chinese cuisine is also served at Shamiana.

4. **Stream**

   - **Address:** Boulevard, Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir, India
   - **Phone:** +91-194-2474607

   Located on the busy shopping street of Residency Road, Shakti Sweets is one of the oldest sweets and snacks restaurant in Srinagar. The ever famous chola-bhatura, rasmalai and dosas are a must have.

   The amazing service and the lovely environment combined with great food will have you coming back for more.

5. **Shakti Sweets**

   - **Address:** Shakti Sweets, Residency Road, Srinagar-190001, Jammu and Kashmir, India
   - **Phone:** +91-194-2474607

   If you have a sweet tooth, a visit to Shakti Sweets will satiate your cravings and if you are not the mouth watering sweets here will make you into one.
Quick LOCATE

See
A: Dal Lake
B: Shalimar Bagh
C: Nishat Bagh
D: Chashm-e-shahi
E: Dastgir Sahib

Accommodation
F: New Heaven Canal
G: Houseboat Young Snow View Front Line Dal Lake
H: Palace Guest House
I: New Heaven Canal
J: Houseboat Young Snow View Front Line Dal Lake
K: Palace Guest House
L: New Heaven Canal
M: Houseboat Young Snow View Front Line Dal Lake
N: Palace Guest House

Food
O: Hat Trick Restaurant
P: Mughal Darbar
Q: Shamyana Restaurant
R: Stream
S: Shakti Sweets